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Chapter 2011: A mysterious phone call (1) 

  

As he spoke, an Jianwen leaned over and looked at li biaohan’s phone. His face changed slightly, and a 

trace of hatred flashed across his mouth,””Lin Yi!” 

“What’s wrong? Wen bro knows this Lin Yi too?” Li biaohan was slightly stunned. 

“Hmph, this brat has been going against me and snatching my woman!” Jianwen hmphed coldly, not 

hiding anything.”But this kid is a little strange. Don’t provoke him before you have absolute confidence. I 

don’t have much confidence at the moment …” 

“That’s true!” You Panhu nodded,”young master, I really want to kill him, but this guy can kill three Earth 

Class fighters in one move. I don’t dare to fight him head-on!” And this kid is said to be an Alchemist … 

Eh? That’s not right? He’s an Alchemist, why would he buy such a trashy medicine cauldron?” 

Right Panhu didn’t know why Lin Yi and han Jingjing went to the antique market to buy a medicine 

cauldron. Even the lowest-level Alchemist wouldn’t go to that kind of place to buy a medicine cauldron, 

right? Usually, those who went to that kind of place to buy medicinal cauldrons were all beginners and 

rookies who had never come into contact with alchemy. They bought them to study them casually. But 

who would use such a trash medicinal cauldron for those who really knew alchemy? 

So Yu Panhu was starting to get suspicious-what was this Lin Yi doing? To buy this kind of trash? 

“Who knows? There’s too much weird about Lin Yi. ” Jianwen frowned.”Forget it, let’s not talk about 

him. Today’s a happy day. Talking about this guy will ruin our mood!” 

“Yes, yes. Since they’re Lin Yi and Yu Panhu’s classmates, they probably won’t take revenge on our 

lackeys. They don’t have the time!” Li biuhan nodded and replied to his two lackeys, telling them that 

everything was fine. Then, he started eating with Jianwen and the others … 

In the ancient Feng family, Feng Tianhu’s face was frighteningly dark, while the lady sitting opposite him 

had a gloating expression. 

Tianhu had already received the news-he didn’t think that an Earth Class early phase would be able to 

kill a mid phase, and even break through after that. What kind of logic was that? 

Could it be that his Earth Class was Earth Class, but others ‘Earth Class wasn’ t? Or was his Earth Class 

more powerful than others? It’s already equivalent to heaven rank? 

This left Feng Tianhu puzzled! 

“I say, Tianhu, is there a mistake in your information? You sent my Mystic late phase peak to die, and 

your Earth Class mid phase died too-why are there so many masters with that little B * stard?” The lady 

said sarcastically. She wasn’t as angry about Feng sanlei’s death as before. 



“Second sister, this person wasn’t sent by second brother, it’s Xu Shihan’s friend …” Feng Tianhu’s heart 

was bleeding. The trusted aides he spent so much effort to train-an Earth Class mid phase Feng erbing, 

and a Mystic class late phase peak Feng Sanku-they died just like that, it wasn’t worth it. 

Indeed, impulsiveness was the devil! 

Originally, he just wanted to use his second sister-in-law to kill Xu Shihan and embarrass Feng Tianlin, to 

let him know the pain of losing his own child. But he didn’t expect his sister-in-law’s men to fail and be 

left there. Feng Tianhu panicked and sent his own Earth Class mid phase Feng erbing. He thought that it 

would be easy for an Earth Class mid phase to kill someone in the mortal world, but now, the person 

wasn’t killed, and nothing happened to her. His own people were all dead! 

This feeling made him want to vomit blood. Feng Tianhu was depressed to death. There was no place to 

reason with! 

He didn’t dare to tell the Feng family’s internal members, nor did he dare to disclose it to the public. If 

his father knew that he had dealt with his second brother’s daughter, he would not have a good ending! 

Therefore, Feng Tianhu had suffered a loss in silence. 

“I didn’t expect that little B * tch to be so good at seducing people. She’s as flirtatious as her mother, 

and she’s actually managed to hook up with an even more powerful master!” The rich woman said 

hatefully. 

“That’s right, second sister-in-law. It’s fine if we’re at a disadvantage, but let’s not make it public for 

now. If this gets out, not only will we be embarrassed, but it’ll also be hard to explain to father!” Feng 

Tianhu reminded her, afraid that this brainless second sister-in-law would reveal the truth. That would 

be troublesome. 

“Don’t worry, I don’t want to quarrel with your second brother!” “Let that little B * stard be arrogant for 

a while. When your second brother becomes the head of the family, I’ll be the madam. It’ll be easy to 

mobilize a few people to deal with that little B * stard …” The lady said. 

“Gah?” Feng Tianhu was stunned … He didn’t expect his second sister-in-law to be so brainless. Couldn’t 

she tell that he had a scheming heart that everyone knew? She didn’t know that he wanted to fight for 

the position of family head? 

“What’s wrong with you?” The lady was slightly taken aback when she saw Feng Tianhu’s strange 

expression. 

“It’s nothing, second sister-in-law, you should go back and rest. I’ll go check on nitian …” Feng Tianhu 

didn’t want to talk to his second sister-in-law anymore, so he turned around and walked to Feng nitian’s 

room. 

In the room opposite of the eastern sea Industry University’s business and Student Hotel, Zhang duopan 

was drinking with fan ganhe unhappily. Cheng Yiyi was supposed to go shopping tonight, but she 

brought Lin Yi instead of Zhang duopan. He felt more and more that Lin Yi was his nemesis! 

Zhang duopan’s phone rang. He took out his phone and glanced at the caller ID, only to be stunned! It 

was a hidden number, so he couldn’t see the caller’s name and didn’t know who was calling. 



Zhang duopan would normally hang up on such calls, as most of them were scamming messages like he 

had won a prize or something. Zhang duopan was too lazy to waste time with them, but after drinking 

today, he was still feeling very unhappy and wanted to find someone to make fun of. Since a scammer 

came knocking on his door, he naturally did not hold back. 

“Hello? Hello, who are you looking for?” Zhang duopan picked up the phone without a care. 

“You’re Zhang duopan, right?” A croaky voice came from the other side. It was hard to tell if it was male 

or female, as if the voice was changed by a voice changer, making people feel uncomfortable. 

“Who are you?” Zhang duopan furrowed his brows. He didn’t expect the other party to call out his 

name. 

“You don’t need to know who I am. I’m here to bring you good news.” The man with the croaky voice 

said. 

“Good news? Who are you? If there’s nothing else, I’m hanging up!” Zhang duopan felt that it was a 

little strange. The other party looked like he was most likely a scammer. 

“Hey, if you don’t want to get first place in the freshmen party, then hang up the phone and pretend I 

didn’t say anything.” The other party sneered and said. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 2012: A mysterious phone call (2) 

“Wait …” Zhang duopan was even more suspicious. Who was the other party? He actually knew that she 

wanted to get first place in the freshmen gathering? 

However, after thinking about it carefully, this matter shouldn’t be a secret. Bai Weitao had posted it on 

the campus BBS, so the students of East Ocean industry University would naturally know about it. 

Therefore, after Zhang duopan had thought this through, he subconsciously thought that it was a 

student from East Ocean industry University who had gotten his phone number and wanted to scam 

some money from him. However, he was too interested in what the other party was saying, so he held 

back and didn’t hang up. 

“Hehe, student Zhang, why did you change your mind? do you want to hear me out?” The man with the 

croaky voice asked with a chuckle. 

“You have a way for me to get first place? How much do you want?” Zhang duopan asked. 

“If I wanted money, I would have come to you directly. Why would I call you anonymously?” “I don’t 

want money. I just think you should get first place,” the man with the croaky voice said with a faint 

smile. 

“You don’t want money? Then why did you help me? Are you that kind?” Zhang duopan asked 

cautiously. 

“To tell you the truth, I hate Lin Yi too, and I don’t want his class to win the award. Do you understand 

now?” The man with the croaky voice said helplessly. He didn’t expect Zhang duopan to not believe him. 



“Oh? So you’re Lin Yi’s enemy too, that’s good. ” Zhang duopan heaved a sigh of relief after hearing the 

other party’s words, saying,””Then tell me your method.” 

“It’s simple-if something happens to Xu Shihan during the performance and she messes it up, even if 

she’s a big star, the Student Union won’t give them first place. Even if they give them second or third 

place to comfort them, first place is definitely out of the question! That’s obviously biased. Even if the 

students don’t agree, the school leaders won’t agree. ” The man with the croaky voice said in one 

breath. 

“What? You mean you want me to go and cause trouble?” Zhang duopan also roughly understood the 

other party’s meaning: “But if I cause trouble and the school finds out, wouldn’t I be in trouble? When 

we find out the reason, even if they screw up, our class’s program will also be done for, right?” 

“Hehe, don’t worry!” The man with the croaky voice said,”I have my own plans. Otherwise, I wouldn’t 

have called you. My plan can make you destroy Xu Shihan’s performance without anyone taking 

responsibility. The school won’t find any trouble with you!” 

“Really?” “Then tell me, what do I need to do?” Zhang duopan asked hurriedly. 

“It’s very simple. In the middle of Xu Shihan’s performance, let a person, preferably a girl, wear a black 

trench coat with disheveled hair. Splash some red paint or pen ink on the trench coat and pretend to be 

fresh blood. Then, slowly walk past Xu Shihan from the stage …” The man with the croaky voice said. 

“Ah? What kind of move was this? Could it be that Shihan’s scared just from looking at it?” Zhang 

duopan was taken aback. He didn’t think there was anything special about the other party’s idea. 

“Hmph, if you don’t believe me, then forget it. Just pretend I never said anything.” The man with the 

croaky voice was immediately unhappy when he heard Zhang duopan’s suspicion. 

“It’s not that I don’t believe you, but you have to let me know why, right?” Zhang duopan asked with a 

bitter smile. 

“There’s no reason. I can’t tell you the reason!” “You just need to know that this will affect Xu Shihan!” 

“Alright, what if the school asks?” Zhang duopan asked, still a little worried. 

“Are you stupid? Won’t you ask the girl to say that it’s a performance uniform?” The man with the 

croaky voice said impatiently. 

“That’s true. ” Zhang duopan nodded and thought,”this is a good idea. This way, even if it doesn’t work, I 

don’t have to bear any responsibility. Wearing this at the freshmen Gala can be explained as a 

performance uniform. Even if it doesn’t work, I won’t lose anything. It’s better to have a chance than 

not!” “Alright, thank you,” Zhang duopan said.”I’ll do as you say!” 

“If that’s the case, then I won’t say anything more.” The man with the croaky voice said. 

“Then … If it’s successful, how should I thank you?” Zhang duopan asked. 

“No need!” After the man with the croaky voice finished speaking, he hung up the phone. 



“That’s weird, could it really be Lin Yi’s enemy?” Zhang duopan looked at the phone that had been hung 

up and shook his head in confusion. He really did not know what the other party’s purpose was for doing 

this. It was completely a one-sided help! 

“What’s the matter, brother Zhang?” Fan ganhe hurriedly asked. 

“It’s like this, a man with a croaky voice just called me, saying that he can help us get first place in the 

new student’s program and beat Xu Shihan!” As Zhang duopan spoke, he repeated the words of the man 

with the croaky voice to fan ganhe. 

“That’s a good thing, brother Zhang!” “It doesn’t matter if it’s useful or not,” said fan ganhe.”We won’t 

lose anything if we try.” 

“I think so too. We have to hurry up. It’s going to be the freshmen’s party soon. There’s still a day 

tomorrow, so we have to settle this by night!” “Gan he, I’ll leave this to you. Can you handle it?” Zhang 

duopan said. 

“Don’t worry, brother Zhang. I have a sister in another school. I’ll get her to come over tomorrow night. 

No one knows her yet. No one will know. ” Fan ganhe nodded. 

“That’s good. If what the man with the croaky voice said is true, then this is our good chance!” Zhang 

duopan nodded. 

It was a quiet night. After a day of practice, the pharmacy major was already quite familiar with it. They 

were full of confidence and prepared to attend the freshmen party. 

“Is everyone confident in getting first place?” After the last rehearsal, Xu Shihan raised everyone’s 

morale and waved her fist. 

“There are!” The answer was earth-shattering-with Shihan in the show, if they didn’t get first place, then 

they’d all be dead meat. 

Although you Pan Hu, yellow hair, and purple hair were not interested in performing on stage, it was 

more or less an honor for boss Bai. Boss Bai would be happy to get first place, so you Pan Hu didn’t dare 

to make trouble. 

In the evening, the entrance of the school auditorium was decorated with lights and streamers, and 

there were many people moving around. There were small stalls set up by the Student Union 

everywhere. There were light sticks, drinks, snacks, and so on. Obviously, the Student Union was also 

planning to earn some money from this event. 

Although the party was called the freshmen party, there were sophomores, juniors, seniors, and even 

graduate students who came to attend, especially the student couples. They came to the auditorium 

early, bought light sticks and snacks, and occupied a good spot to spend a romantic night. 

Chapter 2013: Freshmen party (1) 

The freshmen party in the University was one of the most important activities in the entire campus life, 

just like the art Festival and sports meeting. It was also the time for freshmen to show their talents. 



Many of the handsome guys and pretty girls among the freshmen hoped to find their life’s other half 

through the freshmen evening party’s stage. This was a precedent in the past. Many of the men and 

women who liked each other would contact each other and become friends after the freshmen evening 

party, so everyone’s enthusiasm for the freshmen evening party was still very high! 

Who said that university students were not willing to participate in group activities? That was because 

there was a lack of handsome men and beautiful women at the event. With that, wouldn’t people fight 

to see it? 

Of course, this year’s pretty girls were the two big stars, Xu Shihan and Cheng Yiyi. With the support of 

the stars, the number of people attending would naturally not be small. 

So this year’s freshmen Gala was unprecedentedly popular. The lightsticks, drinks, and snacks that were 

given to the Student Union were almost running out of stock. It was still an hour or two before the start 

of the performance, but everything was already sold out. It was obviously because of Xu Shihan and 

Cheng Yiyi’s celebrity effect. With two stars supporting this year’s performance, the audience suddenly 

increased dramatically. 

Fortunately, the school’s auditorium was large enough to seat all the teachers and students in the 

school. There were seats on the second and third floors, but the good seats were taken by the students 

who had arrived earlier. 

Of course, the first few rows were reserved for the new students. The older students were not allowed 

to sit there. Even if they wanted to fight for seats, they could only fight for the seats in the back. 

The Student Union realized that something was wrong, and urgently brought over a large number of 

light sticks and snacks from the wholesale market. There were even some small banners with Xu Shihan 

and Cheng Yiyi’s names on them. As expected, they were very popular among the students, and were all 

sold out. 

In the past freshmen galas, it was already very good if the hall was half full, but this year, it was almost 

full. Many students who couldn’t find a seat in the front row were asking back and forth: “Student, is 

there anyone here? There’s already someone here … Sigh …” 

The Student Union members who were maintaining discipline in the auditorium were exhausted and 

sweating. They had no choice but to urgently send more people to maintain order. The members of the 

school’s TV and radio stations had also chosen their seats early in the morning, preparing to record the 

most popular freshman evening party in the past ten years! 

At 6 pm, the annual freshmen party finally officially began! 

After the school leaders took their seats in the front row, the lights in the auditorium gradually went 

out. 

The male and female hosts in black suits and red evening gowns walked to the front of the stage from 

behind the slowly rising curtain. These two hosts were considered the school’s most beautiful and most 

handsome men. Although they weren’t the best, not as famous as Chu Mengyao, Chen Yushu, and Wang 

Xinyan, who were on the school’s BBS list as soon as they entered the school, their handsome and 

elegant appearance still won a warm round of applause and cheers. 



However, both of them were members of the second-year student Union, so most of the cheers were 

from the older students. The new students were just excited. 

“Dear respected leaders, teachers, and students, good evening!” “I’m the host, Lai yinming!”The male 

host bowed. 

Lai yinming’s words caused another round of shrieking from the audience. It seemed that this Lai 

yinming was also a famous person in the University. 

“I’m the host, su xiaoxiao. ” The female host followed the male host and bowed.”I hope that everyone 

will have an unforgettable and happy night together.” 

“The thirty-ninth new students ‘party of East Ocean industry University begins now!” Lai yinming and su 

xiaoxiao announced loudly. 

Another round of warm applause rang out from the audience. The program of the evening party 

officially began. The first performance was a group dance brought by the English Department freshmen. 

The girls from the English Department made up a large proportion of the entire University, and the ones 

who appeared were all beautiful women. So, as soon as they went on stage, they attracted bursts of 

cheers and screams from the audience. As the loud music played, the spotlights flickered, and the 

students in the audience couldn’t help but wave the light sticks in their hands … 

After the English Department’s dance, it was a Computer Science male student’s solo,”my brother who 

sleeps on the bunkbed above me.” This song had a strong campus atmosphere, and after the male 

student’s depressed and hoarse voice played, he completely conquered all the students present … 

“The brother who slept in the bunkbed above me, the silent you, the questions you once asked me, no 

one is asking me now …” 

Although there were very few bunk beds in the school dormitory now, this song was about the 

friendship between the brothers in the college dormitory. Therefore, this song sang the thoughts of 

many students who had just moved into the dormitory … 

The boy’s voice wasn’t very good, but the song he chose was very good. It resonated with all the 

students present. Even many new students, including old students, especially those fourth-year students 

who were about to graduate, started singing along … 

Many people were already in tears from the song. This was a party to welcome the new students, and 

wasn’t it the last party for the fourth-year students? Therefore, many people were filled with emotions 

… 

And this song could be said to be a success. At the very least, it wouldn’t be able to get out of the top 

ten … 

The first two programs could be said to have a good start. They were both very good and received a 

good response. 

However, the third act, which was originally the more promising finale act, had a problem! 



The third program was a piano solo by a girl from the chemistry Department. This girl was also a 

professional player with a level ten piano certificate. However, because it was her first time performing 

on such a big stage, she might have been a little nervous and played several wrong keys in a row, which 

caused the program to be ruined. 

Halfway through, the girl became more and more nervous. She suddenly dropped the piano and ran off 

the stage in tears, which suddenly made the atmosphere awkward. 

According to the program’s arrangement, the girl’s piano solo would be over in more than ten minutes, 

which messed up the program’s arrangement a little. The male and female hosts quickly ran to the stage 

to save the scene and said some comforting and encouraging words. 

The fourth performance was for the medical professionals. Fortunately, everyone had rehearsed well, so 

it did not matter if they went on stage earlier. After some simple preparations, the curtain was pulled 

open again. The props were all set up, and everyone was in position. The performance began with 

cheerful music … 

“The story of youth” told the life in school. It sang about the beautiful college life. There was love, 

friendship, and the nervous pre-exam rush. The theme of the whole song was a miniature of college life. 

So when Xu Shihan appeared, the atmosphere of the freshmen party was pushed to a climax! (To be 

continued.) 

Chapter 2014: Freshmen party (2) 

At the same time, with Shihan’s appearance, the awkwardness of the piano solo was resolved, and the 

party became lively again. 

“Xu Shihan! Xu Shihan! Xu Shihan!” 

“Xu Shihan, I love you!” 

The lightsticks and banners were all waved around, and Shihan’s voice was like the sound of nature, 

instantly conquering the students in the arena. The cheers from before stopped instantly, and 

everyone’s eyes were completely immersed in Shihan’s singing … 

The extras from the medicine major also played their part at this time. This made the students present 

feel as if they were watching a music video live, and it made them extremely excited … 

Lin Yi and Xinyan sat quietly on the stage, playing the part of normal students. 

He’d achieved his goal, and Lin Yi was just joining in on the fun. 

He had to admit, this Xu Shihan was quite pretty. It was Lin Yi’s first time seeing Xu Shihan up close 

during a performance-no wonder so many people liked her! 

However, just as the show reached its climax, a black figure was quietly approaching the stage … 

This person was fan ganhe’s sister. She was from another university and had come to help cause 

trouble. 



At this moment, she was wearing a tattered black windbreaker, and her hair was disheveled, covering 

her face. On her body, there were red marks all over, and the “blood-drenched” look was terrifying … 

“Student, you … What’s wrong with you?” A Student Union member who was in charge of the order at 

the scene was startled and hurriedly asked at the sight of fan ganhe’s younger sister. 

“Oh, senior, this is the performance uniform. The program of our Department is coming …” Fan ganhe’s 

younger sister said carefully. 

“So it’s a performance outfit. You gave me a fright. I thought you were robbed!” The Student Union 

member felt relieved and waved his hand.””Then quickly go and prepare, don’t delay!” 

“Alright, senior!” Fan ganhe’s sister nodded and walked down the stage with her body lowered. 

However, when she reached Xu Shihan’s position in the middle of the stage, she suddenly stood up! 

He was standing not too far away from Xu Shihan, so she could see what was going on … 

Xu Shihan was engrossed in her singing, but she couldn’t have missed the person who suddenly 

appeared in front of her. But when her eyes fell on fan ganhe’s sister, she suddenly shivered, and a trace 

of panic and fear flashed in her eyes … 

In that instant, Shihan felt the world spin around her, and her head started to hurt again … This scene 

reminded her of some things, some painful memories from her childhood, some things that she didn’t 

want to remember … 

Xu Shihan’s voice started to tremble, and her face turned pale … 

“Hahahahaha! It’s indeed powerful and effective!” Zhang duopan was using his binoculars to observe 

the situation on stage, and when fan ganhe’s sister appeared, Xu Shihan’s expression changed 

drastically. This made Zhang duopan slap his thigh and scream in excitement,””That man with the croaky 

voice really didn’t lie to us, Xu Shihan’s done for this time!” 

“That’s great!” Fan ganhe also heaved a sigh of relief. 

As for fan ganhe’s sister, seeing that she had achieved her goal, she also left quickly. If she stayed too 

long, she might be caught, which would not be fun. 

If Xu Shihan could see it, then naturally, Lin Yi and the other extras on stage could see it as well. 

Everyone was wondering what the red-haired girl was up to, but Lin Yi saw Xu Shihan’s face change, and 

he was shocked! 

Shihan’s migraines were clearly worse than usual-they were usually sudden, but not this serious! On the 

stage, Xu Shihan couldn’t stop to take the painkiller, and she didn’t even go on stage! 

She was having a headache, but she was doing her best to hold on. This was what she promised Lin Yi, 

and she didn’t want to mess it up because of her headache. So, even though her head was splitting, and 

she was sweating, she still tried her best to hold on … 

Of course, in the audience, other than those like Zhang duopan who were looking through binoculars, 

most of the people who didn’t know Xu Shihan didn’t notice anything wrong. Even if she changed her 



voice at that moment, everyone thought that it was because she was too excited during the live 

performance, so it wasn’t a big deal. 

However, Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu, who knew Xu Shihan well, noticed that something was wrong. 

“Yaoyao sis, Shihan sis seems to be in trouble …” Chen Yushu observed more carefully. 

…”Could it be that her headache is acting up again? “This is bad …” Mengyao said, worried as she looked 

at Shihan. 

“Then what should we do?” Chen Yushu asked. 

“I don’t know, let’s see if Lin Yi can solve it …” Mengyao said. 

Lin Yi frowned-the show was only halfway done, and the entire MV was an extended version, which was 

at least ten minutes long. There were still seven or eight minutes left before it ended, and it was obvious 

that Shihan couldn’t last that long. 

And so, Lin Yi stood up without hesitation and walked over to Xu Shihan. The song she was singing was 

about “beautiful love on a University campus,””looking forward to a prince on a white horse …” 

Lin Yi’s cool figure appeared in front of Xu Shihan all of a sudden. He was like the Prince Charming in Xu 

Shihan’s song, falling from the sky. 

Xu Shihan was also surprised at Lin Yi’s appearance. This wasn’t a rehearsed scene, but after a moment 

of surprise, Xu Shihan understood what Lin Yi meant. Lin Yi must have seen through her situation and 

was ready to help! 

As expected, Lin Yi extended his hand, making a “please” gesture. 

If it was before yesterday, Xu Shihan would never do anything intimate with Lin Yi on stage, because 

before yesterday, she only treated Lin Yi as a good friend, a Savior. 

But now, although Lin Yi was still a good friend and a lifesaver, the two lifesavers were completely 

different! Treating a headache and risking their lives to save someone were two different concepts. 

When Xu Shihan was singing about love, she couldn’t help but think of Lin Yi’s tall and straight figure 

when he fell down and stood up again yesterday. Now that Lin Yi reached out his hand, Xu Shihan 

naturally wouldn’t reject him. He might not be her boyfriend, but he was the one that God sent to her! 

After meeting him, not only did he treat her migraines, he even saved her many times … It was 

impossible for her to not have a good impression of Lin Yi 

Chapter 2015: Freshmen party (2) 

And so, Xu Shihan indulged her once on stage-of course, it was also a suitable excuse to treat her 

migraines. 

Lin Yi gently held Shihan’s hand, and the students below the stage went into a frenzy again! They didn’t 

think that Xu Shihan would be holding hands with a guy on stage-this was too exciting! 

Although no one believed that the two were actually related, this was still a big breakthrough for Xu 

Shihan, and so the audience started to cry out in surprise … 



After holding her hand, Lin Yi gently pulled her into his embrace, and in that instant, he quickly pressed 

on a few of her acupuncture points … 

Waves of comfort came from Lin Yi’s hand, making her feel relaxed … 

“Yaoyao sis, do you think Shihan’s pretending to have a headache to seduce shield bro?” Yushu 

continued her suspicion.”I think she started liking shield bro yesterday.” 

“That can’t be?” Mengyao frowned.”Sister Shihan shouldn’t be that kind of person, it should be real this 

time. Wasn’t there a Man in Black who wandered around below the stage before? Is it because of that 

Man in Black that big sister Shihan’s headache acted up?” 

“That’s possible too … Wow, they’re actually hugging!” Chen Yushu pointed at the stage. 

“Ah?” Chu Mengyao saw Lin Yi and Xu Shihan hugging together and she was suspicious. Xu Shihan had 

never been in a scandal before, and it was impossible for her to be so close to a man, but this time … 

“Hmph, there must be an affair. I must ask him about it tonight!” Chen Yushu replied. 

“…” Chu Mengyao didn’t say anything, but she was suspicious in her heart. 

Lin Yi cured Xu Shihan’s headache, and she just finished singing the love part of the song. It was time for 

the exam, and Lin Yi went back to his seat … 

This “impromptu performance” was thought to be pre-rehearsed by the students below the stage, and 

they were all cheering excitedly, wishing that the boy on the stage was them … Of course, the students 

on the stage were curious as well-what was Lin Yi and Xu Shihan performing? 

This didn’t seem to be rehearsed, right? 

However, it wasn’t good to ask on stage, so he could only be puzzled for the time being. 

Finally, the song ended, and the curtains pulled down. The show was over, and Shihan let out a breath of 

relief-the show was finally over. 

“Big brother Lin, just now you and Xu Shihan …” Off the stage, in the dressing room backstage, Bai 

Weitao couldn’t wait to ask. 

Since Xu Shihan, Wang Xinyan, and han Jingjing had their own changing room, Bai Weitao didn’t have to 

worry about anything. 

“It’s nothing. Xu Shihan wasn’t feeling well, so I treated her. ” “Can’t you guys tell?”Lin Yi said simply. 

“Argh! “Something’s not right …”Lin Yi’s words reminded him of the situation-there was indeed 

something wrong with Shihan, and that was why Lin Yi went over to help. 

“I see, I thought you were having an affair with a big star!” Zhao Shengji said in disappointment. 

“What affair? Their boss and Wang Xinyan were a couple, how could he be flirting with big Ming in front 

of his sister-in-law? What’s wrong with your eyes?” Song xiaodao believed Lin Yi’s words. 



The other students in the class, on the other hand, weren’t too familiar with Lin Yi, and now that he’d 

told them the truth, they weren’t curious anymore. They changed and got ready to go off the stage for 

the other specializations … 

He went back to his seat. Xinyan was still sitting next to Lin Yi, and Jingjing was on the other side. 

Xinyan didn’t ask anything about what happened before, but just watched the performance quietly as if 

she didn’t see the hug between Lin Yi and Xu Shihan. 

Han Jingjing, on the other hand, was even more extreme-while everyone else was watching the show, 

she was fiddling with a tablet. It was fine if she was playing games, but Lin Yi took a look and realized 

that she wasn ‘t. There were a bunch of equations and numbers on her screen that Lin Yi couldn’t 

understand, and he had no idea what she was writing … 

Zhang duopan was furious-he was so close to success, but Lin Yi just went up and hugged Xu Shihan, and 

everything was settled. It seemed like Xu Shihan had returned to normal. Zhang duopan didn’t know 

how Lin Yi did it, but he hated Lin Yi for ruining his plan. He wanted to kill Lin Yi. 

Originally, if Xu Shihan had made a mistake, the first place would have been Cheng Yiyi ‘s, but now, 

Cheng Yiyi could only be second. 

Especially when he heard the praises from the other students beside him, Zhang duopan was extremely 

displeased! 

“It’s so beautiful. I didn’t know university life was so wonderful!” 

“Yeah, I’m looking forward to it now. I also hope that a Prince Charming will appear from the sky …” 

“I thought university life was boring, but it seems like it’s just the beginning. I’m so envious!” 

“How nostalgic, all of this … We’ve all experienced it before!” A fourth-year student said emotionally. 

And these voices were undoubtedly the affirmation of the Medical Professional Program. Zhang 

duopan’s expression was extremely bad. 

“Fuck, can’t you guys be quiet for a while? Good, good, good, my ass!” Fan ganhe saw that Zhang 

duopan’s expression was not good. He stood up suddenly and shouted angrily at the students around 

him. 

“You are that green onion? Do you believe that I won’t cut your head off and hang it on an electric 

pole?” Li biaohan might hate Lin Yi, but he was still a fan of Xu Shihan ‘S. He was pissed off when he 

heard fan ganhe arguing in front of him … 

Fan ganhe had also heard of the ruthless people in the school. When he saw that it was li biaohan, he 

was so scared that he didn’t dare to say a word and quickly sat back down. 

“Forget it, it’ll be our turn soon. Go and get ready.” Zhang duopan said with a dark expression. He was 

still able to keep his composure. Although the plan had failed, his class’s program still had to go all out. 

Zhang duopan and fan ganhe stood up and walked to the preparation room backstage. He had already 

found an excuse for losing anyway. It was fine if he didn’t succeed this time. It didn’t affect anything. 



“Meiyue, Bai Weitao’s performance was a great success!” Chai Xiaoling giggled as she ate her potato 

chips and said to he meiyue,””This time, Zhang duopan is definitely going to lose!” 

“Eat your potato chips. Zhao Shengji bought these for you, right? That glutton, be careful not to turn you 

into a fat girl!” He meiyue said in a bad mood. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 2016: really? 

  

She was feeling a little jittery. She knew Zhang duopan’s character all too well. If he were to give up on 

pursuing her after losing this time, then the sun must have risen from the West! 

At that time, Zhang duopan would probably have to find an excuse to make he meiyue unable to do 

anything. 

“No, Zhao Shengji said that I’m too skinny, hehe …” Chai Xiaoling said,””Sister meiyue, why don’t you 

have some? Why are you unhappy? Don’t tell me the person you like is Zhang duopan?” 

“You eat, I’m not eating.” He meiyue waved her hand.”What I’m worried about is that Zhang duopan 

definitely won’t let this go. I’m afraid he’ll suggest another competition. If that’s the case, there’ll be no 

end to it …” 

“Sigh, beautiful women have their own troubles. Ordinary Girls Like Us don’t have so many problems. 

Zhao Shengji is the only one. He has no choice.” Chai Xiaoling shrugged her shoulders. 

“He’s good to you, so cherish him. ” He meiyue said. 

………………………… 

When it was Zhang duopan’s class’s turn to perform, even though Cheng Yiyi had participated and 

successfully stirred up the enthusiasm of the entire class, Cheng Yiyi’s song choice was a grade lower 

than Xu Shihan ‘s. Her song was a dance-themed song, and while it was nice to listen to, it didn’t have 

the charm of university life. It was obvious that in terms of ranking, even if she didn’t have Xu Shihan’s 

strong fame, she wouldn’t be able to be ahead of her. 

But even so, this show could be considered very successful and received very high praise … 

“Big brother Lin, we’re definitely going to get first place this time. Even though Zhang duopan’s show 

isn’t bad, it’s still a lot worse than ours.” Bai Weitao said excitedly. 

“Ha …” Lin Yi thought,”we won by luck. If he wasn’t on stage, this show would’ve been a mess.” 

But, who was it that knew about her secret, and even knew how it caused her headache? Could it be 

Zhang duopan’s doing? But how did Zhang duopan know? 

One thing Lin Yi was sure of was that the woman in the black trench coat with her hair and body covered 

in red paint was the main culprit behind Xu Shihan’s migraines, but how did Zhang duopan find out 

about these secrets that even a doctor like Lin Yi didn’t know? 

These things were probably kept a secret in the entertainment industry, right? 



“Brother Lin, I’m going to treat he meiyue’s dormitory to dinner tonight. Do you want to come?” “Is this 

also our celebration party?” Bai Weitao invited. 

“I’m afraid I can’t tonight. I invited Xu Shihan, it’s not right if I don’t treat her to a meal. ” “She’ll 

probably leave tomorrow …”Lin Yi said. 

“Brother Lin, I have a favor to ask of you …” Bai Weitao shamelessly came over again. 

“What is it?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Meiyue is a fan of Xu Shihan, and our class always locked the door when we were rehearsing, so no one 

from other classes could disturb us. As the class monitor, I couldn’t just let he meiyue in through the 

back door, so until now, he meiyue hasn’t met Xu Shihan face to face …” Bai Weitao said,””So, can we 

bring Shihan to dinner tonight? My treat!” 

“I’ll ask. ” Lin Yi didn’t reject his anticipation,”But if that’s the case, then we won’t need too many 

people. Just people from my dorm and Xinyan’s dorm. Maybe Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu will come 

too.” 

“That’s great!” “Don’t worry, there won’t be too many people,” said Bai Weitao.”I’ll send a message to 

meiyue now!” 

“Don’t … Wait, I’ll ask Xu Shihan first. ” Lin Yi waved his hand, stopping him. 

“Sure …” Bai Weitao just remembered that Xu Shihan didn’t agree to it yet. If he told he meiyue first and 

Xu Shihan didn’t come, he would lose face. 

Lin Yi dialed Xu Shihan’s number. Xu Shihan should be resting with Cheng Yiyi in a special lounge 

backstage with Feng sanhuang. After all, these two big stars were the school’s VIPs, so it wasn’t 

surprising that they had their own lounge. 

“Lin Yi,” Xu Shihan quickly picked up the phone. 

“Han, do you have time tonight? let’s go for dinner?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Dinner tonight? Of course, no problem. Is it just the two of us?” Shihan’s heart skipped a beat as she 

looked forward to it. 

“There’s also Bai Weitao’s roommates and Xinyan’s roommates,” “Yaoyao and Shu might be here,” Lin Yi 

said. 

“Oh …” Shihan was a little disappointed, but she still put on a relaxed face,””Alright!” 

“Sister, is Lin Yi treating us to a meal?” Cheng Yiyi came over and asked. 

“That’s right. Right, Yiyi, are you going?” Xu Shihan nodded. 

“Of course, let’s not talk about hero Lin treating us to a meal. Even if he didn ‘t, I would still treat him to 

a meal to thank him for saving our lives yesterday!” Cheng Yiyi said. 

“That’s good!” “Lin Yi, Yiyi’s going too,” Xu Shihan said. 

“Alright, let’s go together!” Lin Yi didn’t mind having one more person. 



After hanging up the phone, Xu Shihan looked at Cheng Yiyi meaningfully.””I say, Yiyi, this isn’t your 

style. Don’t you usually refuse to go when others treat you to a meal? Even if Zhang duopan’s father is 

working with you, and he’s treating you to a meal, you didn’t go?” 

“Hehe, isn’t that different? Hero Lin risked his life to protect us yesterday. He’s treating, so of course I’m 

going!” Cheng Yiyi said matter-of-factly. 

“Of course?” Xu Shihan frowned and looked at Cheng Yiyi mischievously,””Yiyi, you’re not tempted, are 

you? You fell in love at first sight when you saw Lin Yi yesterday?” 

“Hmph, so what if I am?” “Since ancient times, beautiful women love heroes,” Cheng Yiyi said 

nonchalantly. “Sister han, aren’t you tempted?” I just think that Lin Yi’s a real man-I’d feel so much safer 

if I could be his woman!” 

“Yiyi, are you for real?” Xu Shihan’s eyes were wide open. 

“Of course it’s fake! Hahaha!” Cheng Yiyi chuckled.”I do admire you, but I’ve never thought of having a 

boyfriend. I’ve just started cultivating, and I’ve always been walking the path of purity. If I were to have 

a boyfriend now, I’m afraid it would have a huge impact on me!” But sister han, you should have a 

boyfriend now! Why don’t you go out with Lin Yi for a while, and when you’re done playing, you can give 

him to me …” 

“Me? Cough cough!” Xu Shihan was choked by Cheng Yiyi’s words,””Play what? What the hell are you 

playing at!” 

“I was just joking … Sister han, could it be that you have a guilty conscience?” Cheng Yiyi, on the other 

hand, looked at Xu Shihan with a smile.”Why are you so nervous?” 

Chapter 2017: exaggerated 

  

“I’m not nervous. I’m just saying that you shouldn’t say such things. It won’t be good if it causes a 

misunderstanding.” Xu Shihan said. 

…………………… 

After getting the news that Xu Shihan was going, Bai Weitao called he meiyue immediately,””Meiyue, 

are you free tonight? let’s have dinner together. Our show was a success, and it can be considered a 

celebration party!” 

“Tonight?” He meiyue was a little helpless, because Zhang duopan had just called her and invited her to 

dinner as well. Zhang duopan had also said that he could invite Cheng Yiyi to join them, but he meiyue 

had not agreed. After all, since she did not like Zhang duopan, she did not want to be too close to him. 

Not long after Zhang duopan’s call ended, Bai Weitao’s call came in again, leaving he meiyue at a loss. 

Although she didn’t hate Bai Weitao, if she promised him but rejected Zhang duopan, Zhang duopan 

would definitely be very angry and it would be bad if he did something. 

“Yeah, Lin bro invited Xu Shihan and Cheng Yiyi too, they’re both your favorite celebrities!” Zhang 

duopan said. 



“Ah, Xu Shihan’s going too?” He meiyue was a bit surprised-Xu Shihan was her favorite Star. If it was 

only Cheng Yiyi, she would be a bit hesitant, but since Xu Shihan was there, she naturally wouldn’t let go 

of this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity! 

One had to know that not many of Xu Shihan’s fans even got her autographs, and not many took photos 

with her, let alone having dinner with her! 

Therefore, he meiyue nodded and agreed without thinking,””Sure, then let’s go together tonight!” 

“Alright, let’s meet at the parking lot tonight!” Bai Weitao said happily. 

Bai Weitao had just hung up the phone and was about to thank Lin Yi when he heard a classmate beside 

him scream. He raised his head in confusion, and Lin Yi, who wasn’t watching the show, also looked up 

at the stage when he heard the scream. He saw Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu! 

To Lin Yi’s surprise, there were four people on stage, all dressed in black leather, sexy yet not revealing. 

They were performing a Modern Jazz Dance that was quite popular right now! 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu were the first two most beautiful girls on the campus ‘BBS list as soon as 

they entered the school. The other two girls in their dormitory room weren’t particularly beautiful, but 

they had hot bodies. They were also a combination of Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu, one tall and one 

short, so the four of them looked very well-proportioned together. As soon as they got on the stage, 

they attracted waves of cheers! 

“Hey, brother Lin, aren’t those the two school beauties that your relative asked you to look after?” Bai 

Weitao also recognized Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu, “She’s so beautiful, but I’d be so happy if I could 

catch up with he meiyue. I don’t even dare to think about it!” 

Lin Yi shook his head and didn’t say anything, but Xinyan and Jingjing both raised their heads, their eyes 

fixed on the stage! 

Xinyan didn’t mind, but Jingjing put down her tablet and looked at the stage, surprising Lin Yi. 

The dance ended, and it attracted many positive comments from the students below the stage. Han 

Jingjing lowered her head again and continued to study her tablet, no longer looking at the stage. 

“Han Jingjing, what are you doing?” Lin Yi couldn’t help but ask. 

“I’m studying alchemy!” Han Jing Jing said. 

“Alchemy? You’re writing and drawing on your tablet, calculating some strange things, are you refining 

pills?” Lin Yi’s eyes widened. 

“Yes, these are the physical formulas for temperature and heat, the chemical formulas for the reactions 

between various medicinal ingredients, and some mathematical formulas for time …” Han Jingjing said 

in all seriousness,””Of course, there are other formulas …” 

“Uh …” Lin Yi was shocked. Could one use a formula to make pills? This was the first time Lin Yi had 

heard that han Jingjing was a “talent”! But Lin Yi didn’t say anything. If she wanted to do research, then 

so be it, as long as she didn’t ask him why … 



“What’s wrong, Lin Yi bro? Why do you have such a strange expression?” Han Jing Jing asked. 

“Ahem …” Lin Yi was just thinking that han Jingjing didn’t ask him why, but she started asking him now. 

“There’s nothing wrong with it, your research on this alchemy method is really unique …” 

“That’s right, Lin Yi bro, I think that I’ll be able to combine modern science and ancient recipes to make 

elixirs! I’ll become a very, very powerful elixir refiner!” Han Jing Jing nodded. 

“Okay, continue your research …” Lin Yi didn’t know what to say. He thought that this girl was either a 

genius or a lunatic, but from her usual behavior, the possibility of her being a lunatic was higher. 

Lin Yi texted Mengyao and Yushu, asking if they wanted to have dinner together. The girls agreed 

without even thinking about it-they’d be a part of Shihan’s party, after all. 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, felt a little nervous when he saw the reply. Mengyao and Yushu didn’t seem to 

be on good terms with Xinyan-it was fine with the Miss, but Yushu might say something embarrassing if 

they ate together. 

After all, this was the first time Mengyao and Yushu were having dinner with their dorm mates and 

Xinyan. Lin Yi was just asking out of courtesy, not expecting them to join. After all, it was more likely that 

they’d be having dinner together with their dorm’s performance. 

Shaking his head, he could only take it one step at a time. 

Finally, the freshmen’s evening party came to an end amidst the cheers. The results of the award 

selection for the freshmen’s evening party would be announced on the campus ‘BBS the next day. 

Lin Yi, Bai Weitao, Zhao Shengji, song xiaodao, and Wang Xinyan walked to the parking lot. Xu Shihan 

and Chen Yiyi had already left the hall quietly, waiting for Lin Yi in the car. 

Otherwise, if the students came out together and saw Xu Shihan and Cheng Yiyi, they would definitely 

surround them. Even now, some of the students were still looking around for them … 

At this time, he meiyue and Chai Xiaoling had also arrived at the parking lot, but LAN xiaoru was not 

there. 

“Meiyue, where’s xiaoru?” Bai Weitao walked over and asked. 

“Xiaoru and her boyfriend had something to do, so they didn’t attend the freshmen’s party today,” He 

meiyue said. 

“What’s so important that you’re not even going to attend the freshmen’s party?” Bai Weitao was a 

little surprised. 

Chapter 2018: Someone’s treating? 

“Hehe, who knows?” He meiyue shook her head and didn’t say much. In the dormitory, LAN xiaoru was 

considered an exception. She felt out of place with the others and didn’t talk much. 

“Meiyue, how is it? Have you thought it through? Do you want to accept my invitation to have a 

celebration party with Cheng Yiyi?” At this moment, an annoying voice rang out. It was Zhang duopan. 



Seeing Zhang duopan and fan ganhe walk over, he meiyue smiled bitterly. If she were to leave with Bai 

Weitao at this moment, Zhang duopan would definitely be unhappy and say some hurtful words. After 

all, she and Zhang duopan were high school classmates and she did not want their relationship to be too 

stiff. 

If she didn’t go with Bai Weitao, it would be equivalent to breaking the appointment, so he meiyue was 

in a dilemma. 

“Cheng Yiyi?” Bai Weitao was a little surprised after hearing Zhang duopan’s words. 

“That’s right, it’s Cheng Yiyi!” When Zhang duopan saw Bai Weitao’s surprised look, he said 

proudly,””Yiyi’s show tonight was very successful. I’m planning to invite her over later so we can all have 

a celebration party!” 

“Oh, so you haven’t invited me yet!” Bai Weitao suddenly realized! He was surprised because didn’t 

Cheng Yiyi agree to attend Lin Yi’s invitation with Xu Shihan? Why did he go to Zhang duopan’s place? 

Now that the truth was out, Zhang duopan thought that he could invite Cheng Yiyi, but in fact, he had 

not invited her yet! 

“So what? I’ll invite him now!” As Zhang duopan spoke, he took out his phone and was about to call 

Cheng Yiyi. 

“I’m sorry, you’re a bit late. Our big brother Lin already invited Xu Shihan and Cheng Yiyi to the party 

with us. Meiyue will be there too, right meiyue?” Bai Weitao looked at Zhang duopan provocatively and 

then asked he meiyue. 

“Yes … I’m sorry, Zhang duopan, you know I like Xu Shihan,” He meiyue smiled bitterly. In the end, she 

had still pushed herself into the whirlpool. 

“What?” Zhang duopan heard Bai Weitao’s words and his face darkened. He didn’t think that Bai Weitao 

would beat him to it and get Lin Yi to invite Cheng Yiyi. This made things very difficult for him. He 

couldn’t move forward or retreat. He didn’t know what to say. 

“I’m sorry, student Zhang, we’ll be leaving now!” Bai Weitao waved his hand at Zhang duopan. 

“Wait …” After a short period of awkwardness, Zhang duopan didn’t want to give up, so he thickened his 

face and laughed at Bai Weitao,””So, Cheng Yiyi said that you’ll be attending the dinner tonight. That’s 

great, let’s go together!” 

“What do you mean by that?” “Cheng Yiyi also invited you?” Bai Weitao was stunned. 

“That’s right. I’ve already told Cheng Yiyi a few days ago that I’d treat everyone to dinner after the 

performance. However, Cheng Yiyi mentioned that there would be someone else at the dinner tonight, 

so I didn’t think much of it. Turns out it’s you guys!” Zhang duopan laughed.”Since we’re all classmates, 

we’ll naturally be familiar with each other. Let’s go together!” 

Bai Weitao didn’t know what to do with Zhang duopan’s words. He looked at Lin Yi, hoping that he could 

ask Cheng Yiyi what was going on. 



However, Lin Yi was very calm. Bai Weitao was only angered by Zhang duopan, but Lin Yi didn’t believe 

Zhang duopan’s words at all! 

Zhang duopan had said before that he had not invited Cheng Yiyi, so how did he know that there would 

be someone else at the dinner? If they really did plan this a few days ago, could Cheng Yiyi have 

predicted that Lin Yi would treat Xu Shihan to a meal today and that she would come along? 

So there was a 99% chance that Zhang duopan’s words were fake, and Lin Yi didn’t even need to verify it 

with Cheng Yiyi. Calling her out, on the other hand, would make things even more difficult-Cheng Yiyi 

wouldn’t be able to accept or reject him, and she’d even think that Lin Yi suspected that she invited 

Zhang duopan, which would be even more awkward. 

Of course, the most important thing was that he meiyue wasn’t bai Weitao’s girlfriend yet, so Lin Yi had 

no reason to kick her out. It was all up to he meiyue and Bai Weitao’s decision. 

However, just when Bai Weitao didn’t know what to do, a heavenly voice sounded in his ear, which 

made him cry! 

“Oh, so you’re the rich guy sister Shihan was talking about. She told me that we didn’t have to pay 

today, and that a rich guy would pay for us. He’ll treat us to the most luxurious hotel in Eastern Sea city, 

the Arctic Ocean seafood restaurant.” The owner of the voice was Chen Yushu, naturally. Lin Yi couldn’t 

help but smile bitterly when he heard the voice. It seemed like the wicked needed to be dealt with! 

“Gah!” Zhang duopan’s eyes went wide after hearing Chen Yushu’s words, he was choked speechless. 

Wasn’t he also in a situation where he didn’t know if he should admit it or not? If he admitted it, it 

would mean that he was a rich man. If he didn’t admit it, he obviously wouldn’t be able to attend 

tonight’s dinner! 

This was because he had already said that he and Cheng Yiyi had agreed to treat everyone to a meal 

after the performance. Of course, he could say that it would be tomorrow or the day after, but he had 

nothing to do today. 

After weighing the pros and cons, Zhang duopan laughed and said,””Miss Xu, you really know how to 

joke. But to be able to treat two celebrities to a meal, even a rich man can’t do it!” 

“That’s right, only a special, rich, and good-looking guy like student Zhang can do that!” “I heard that the 

seafood restaurants in the Arctic Ocean ship seafood from overseas. It’s very expensive. A meal would 

cost at least tens of thousands, right?” Yushu said with a nod. With the drinks, even the average rich guy 

can’t afford it!” 

“This …” When Zhang duopan heard that a meal would cost tens of thousands of dollars, not including 

the wine, he was immediately shocked! He had only spent so much money to invite Cheng Yiyi to the 

event, yet a meal cost tens of thousands of Yuan. Although his family was rich, his pocket money was 

limited. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have only driven a Land Rover Aurora; he would have bought a sports 

car. 

“Since student Zhang is the host Xu Shihan was talking about, then let’s do it!” At this time, Bai Weitao 

calmed down and understood the key point. Since Zhang duopan wanted to follow them shamelessly, 

they didn’t mind making fun of him! 



“Ha, it’s only a few tens of thousands, no big deal!” Now that things had come to this, Zhang duopan 

had no choice but to go. He glared hatefully at big-breasted Shu, thinking that this girl was big-breasted 

but not brainless. With just one sentence, she told him to be a rich man and even paid tens of 

thousands. She was really evil! 

“Yaoyao, Shu, you’re here!” Lin Yi nodded to them,”Get in the car. I really don’t know where this Arctic 

Ocean seafood restaurant is. You guys lead the way!” (To be continued.) 

Chapter 2019: What’s with the riddles? 

Chu Mengyao, Chen Yushu, Wang Xinyan, he meiyue, and Chai Xiaoling got into Lin Yi’s Grand Cherokee, 

while Bai Weitao, Zhao Shengji, and song xiaodao got into Zhang duopan’s Land Rover, polar light. This 

made Zhang duopan extremely depressed-a car full of old men, it wasn’t fun at all. 

Lin Yi called Feng sanhuang and told him to go to the “Northern Ocean seafood restaurant.” Feng 

sanhuang’s car had GPS and it was easy to find. Lin Yi and the others just needed to follow behind his 

car. 

“Shu, you’re really mean. The prices of the seafood restaurants in the northern Ocean aren’t just high. I 

heard that the average spending is only tens of thousands …” Mengyao said. 

“Pfft … Didn’t they say that a meal would cost tens of thousands?” Lin Yi jumped in shock. 

“That’s right. A meal alone costs tens of thousands. That Zhang duopan is too naive to ask for an 

explanation.” Chen Yushu nodded. 

“…” He meiyue, Chai Xiaoling, and Wang Xinyan all looked at Chen Yushu, their backs breaking out in 

cold sweat. This girl was too vicious … 

The three cars stopped at the entrance of the seafood restaurant, and Xu Shihan and Cheng Yiyi 

returned to their previous night’s appearance of three circles surrounding them, making it impossible to 

tell who they were from their appearance. 

When Zhang duopan got out of the car and saw the signboard and front of the northern Ocean seafood 

restaurant, he was instantly frightened. How could he afford such a luxurious palace-like building? 

Looking at the cars at the entrance, other than sports cars, there were also Rolls-Royce, Bentley, and 

other luxury cars, all of which were not less than a million Yuan. This made Zhang duopan a little 

nervous. 

But since he was already here, he couldn’t go back on his word. He could only grit his teeth and walk 

into the hotel with fan ganhe. 

As soon as they entered, everyone received a warm reception. A row of waiters bowed and greeted 

them warmly, and there was also a dedicated male and female receptionist who led everyone to the 

ordering Hall. This kind of service was worth quite a bit of money, and it made Zhang duopan regret 

following them here! 

I’m afraid I’ll really have to be a rich man today. 



In the ordering Hall, there were huge aquariums all around. Inside were all kinds of live seafood, giving 

everyone the feeling of entering an aquarium. Of course, the price tags on the aquariums were also not 

cheap. They basically started from 10000 Yuan. This almost made Zhang duopan fall to the ground! 

How could a meal cost tens of thousands of Yuan? If a few people ate it, it would cost at least a few 

hundred thousand! 

“Ha, this place is not bad. May I ask how much is the average spending here?” Zhang duopan’s heart was 

bleeding, but on the surface, he still pretended to be nonchalant as he asked the waiter who was 

ordering. 

“If it’s seafood, it’ll be around 70000 to 80000 Yuan, Sir.” Said the waiter. 

“Ah?” Zhang duopan was taken aback-seventy to eighty thousand just for one person? this Chen Yushu 

sure knew how to scam people! He was just about to say something when Yushu spoke up. 

“Seventy to eighty thousand per person for a meal isn’t that expensive, right, Yaoyao sis?” Chen Yushu 

replied. 

“…” Zhang duopan was a little speechless. So she had actually said that each person would get 70 to 80 

thousand? 

Zhang duopan’s heart was already twitching. He was thinking of a way to get money from his dad if he 

didn’t have enough. The more he thought about it, the more Zhang duopan hated Chen Yushu. Although 

Chen Yushu had a cute face and big breasts, she was a little devil in Zhang duopan’s eyes. He wouldn’t 

let this girl go if he had the chance. 

“The prices here are so high. Let’s order less seafood and more stir-fried vegetables, then?” Xu Shihan 

was a kind person, and she didn’t want to make things difficult for Zhang duopan. Looking at his face, it 

was obvious that he couldn’t take it anymore, and Cheng Yiyi was in a business relationship with Zhang 

duopan’s father’s company, so Xu Shihan didn’t want to make things difficult for Cheng Yiyi. 

“Haha, that’s right, it’s healthy to eat stir-fried vegetables!” Zhang duopan heard Xu Shihan’s words and 

wanted to hug her and kiss her. She was his Savior, but he didn’t dare to. 

“Yeah, seafood is bad for the stomach on a cold day. Even the sports students in the sports department 

don’t dare to eat so much!” Fan ganhe quickly echoed. 

Chen Yushu didn’t continue scamming Zhang duopan after Xu Shihan said that. This kid was much 

poorer than Zhong pinliang and an Jianwen. As long as he stopped picking on shield bro, Chen Yushu 

would let him go. 

With Xu Shihan taking the lead, everyone naturally set their sights on the mass stir-fried dishes. 

Although they weren’t cheap, they were at least a lot cheaper than seafood. For seafood, they only 

ordered crabs and prawns, which didn’t cost much. After the meal, it only cost a hundred thousand or 

so. Zhang duopan let out a sigh of relief. The pocket money on his card was enough to treat Cheng Yiyi. 

However, for a period of time in the future, he would not be able to spend money extravagantly. He 

could only live his life nervously. 

After ordering the dishes, everyone went to the private room. 



“Haha, it’s my treat today. Let’s eat and drink to our hearts ‘content!” Zhang duopan’s money could not 

be wasted. At this moment, he was acting like the host. 

“That’s right. If it’s not enough, we’ll have more later. Otherwise, Zhang duopan won’t be happy if we 

don’t eat well.” Chen Yushu added. 

“Actually, the abalones here are all alive. We should order some abalones. I’ve never eaten such a big 

one before!” Bai Weitao said as he gestured with his hand. 

“Uh…Abalones aren’t actually that delicious, and they don’t look good either. Since there are girls 

around, let’s not order them, haha …” Zhang duopan was so scared that his legs almost cramped up. He 

had seen the price of the abalones before. They were single-headed abalones that cost tens of 

thousands per catty. They were simply the best of the best abalones. Even his father had never eaten 

them before, let alone him. 

“What’s wrong with a girl being there?” Bai Weitao rolled his eyes and knew that Zhang duopan was 

implying something, so he pretended not to understand and asked,””Why can’t you order abalone when 

the girls are here? Why aren’t abalones nice to look at?” 

“Ahem … Lower your voice. It’s just that girls usually don’t call it abalone …” Zhang duopan thought that 

Bai Weitao really didn’t understand and was afraid that he would continue to shout, so he pulled him 

back and whispered. 

Usually, as long as someone said this, the listener would smile and no longer say anything, but Bai 

Weitao still widened his eyes and shouted,””The girls” side? Where was that? What “here” and “there”? 

Zhang duopan, what kind of riddle are you playing? If you can’t afford an abalone, just say it. Why did 

you come up with so many mysterious terms and nonsense? what’s the point of that?” (To be 

continued.) 

Chapter 2020: You did it on purpose! 

  

With Bai Weitao’s words, everyone turned to look at them. Zhang duopan’s words didn’t attract much 

attention, but now that they thought about it, Xu Shihan, Cheng Yiyi, and even the Miss were blushing … 

“F * ck, it’s Wood ear, do you understand?” Zhang duopan was infuriated by Bai Weitao, and seeing that 

everyone was looking over, he shouted,” 

“Wood ear? The abalone is wood ear?” Bai Weitao looked at Zhang duopan in confusion,””Zhang 

duopan, are you sick? Your abalone is wood ear?” 

“Bai Weitao, did you F * cking do it on purpose?” Zhang duopan didn’t believe that Bai Weitao couldn’t 

even understand wood ears, unless this guy didn’t go on the school’s BBS. But this guy had obviously 

posted something before, how could he not have? 

So it was obvious that Bai Weitao was playing dumb, which made Zhang duopan angry. 

“Ah? Did you do it on purpose?” Bai Weitao was stunned for a moment, then he suddenly realized,””So 

that’s what you meant by the abalone and the fungus. Why do you have such low interests? why don’t 

you go to a nightclub and talk about this in a restaurant?” 



Zhang duopan was so angry that he vomited blood, but seeing Bai Weitao’s innocent look, he couldn’t 

do anything. Looking at the girls ‘disdainful eyes, Zhang duopan felt even more unlucky. It didn’t matter 

how others looked at him, but the key was he meiyue. She couldn’t possibly think that he was a vulgar 

person, right? 

“F * ck, don’t be too smug. If you’re so capable, why don’t you treat us?” Zhang duopan sneered. 

“I’ll pay …” Bai Weitao wanted to say that he would pay the bill, but when he suddenly thought of the 

price of the meal, he suddenly shriveled up. If he spent more than 100000 Yuan on the meal, wouldn’t 

his grandfather skin him when he went back? 

“If you don’t want to treat us, you can get lost now. This meal is on me.” Lin Yi said as he looked at 

Zhang duopan. 

“You …” Zhang duopan heard Lin Yi’s words and suddenly realized that he was shamelessly following Lin 

Yi here. If he didn’t treat Lin Yi, then Lin Yi definitely couldn’t bring him along anymore. If he just left like 

that, although he could save a hundred thousand Yuan, what would he meiyue think? 

Thinking of this, Zhang duopan squeezed out a smile,””Ha, I was just joking with Bai Weitao!” 

“A joke? Today is the last meal you’ll treat Mizuki to. I think you’ll lose this opportunity forever when the 

results of the school art Festival are out tomorrow. You should cherish it. ” Bai Weitao looked at Lin Yi 

gratefully and mocked Zhang duopan. 

“Why is that? So what if the results are out?” Zhang duopan, however, shrugged his shoulders 

indifferently. 

“What’s wrong? Zhang duopan, are you trying to cheat? Last time at the KTV, we made a bet. In this 

freshmen party, whoever’s program gets the highest ranking will have the right to pursue he meiyue, 

and the losing party will have to give up on meiyue. Can I help you recall?” Bai Weitao looked at Zhang 

duopan and sneered. 

“Oh, you’re talking about that? you guys might get first place, but that’s not because of your abilities-it’s 

because of the superstar Xu Shihan. What does it have to do with you?” “So, this doesn’t count,” Zhang 

duopan smiled faintly. 

“Not counted? It was you who broke the rules and invited Cheng Yiyi here, alright?” Bai Weitao was 

stunned for a moment and then said angrily. 

“We did break the rules, so it doesn’t matter even if we win. But I didn’t ask you to learn from us. You 

broke the rules yourself, so who can you blame?” Zhang duopan spread out his hands and made an 

expression of “what can you do about it?” 

“You … Didn’t you say that each of you would take out a section? As long as they’re involved in the 

planning, it’s fine. It’s not like they can’t invite celebrities, right?” Bai Weituo was furious. He didn’t 

expect Zhang duopan to be so shameless. 

“Freshmen gathering, freshmen gathering, don’t you know what a freshmen gathering is? That’s a party 

for the freshmen. The people on stage are all freshmen, that’s what it’s called a freshmen party. If you 



invite celebrities, that’s a concert!” Zhang duopan said,”you’re calling for outside help. You’re not just a 

new student. So of course we can’t just let it go!” 

Bai Weitao was furious when he heard Zhang duopan’s words, but he couldn’t refute him. This guy was 

so particular about the word “freshman,” so Bai Weitao couldn’t do anything about it. Who asked him to 

invite an outsider? 

Lin Yi frowned-he didn’t think Zhang duopan would be this shameless, but he knew that even if Bai 

Weitao won fair and square, he wouldn’t admit defeat and would come up with some other excuse. 

“Haha, you’re right, brother Zhang. We’re just joking. We’re classmates with meiyue, and we can’t break 

up just because of a bet!” Fan ganhe also agreed. 

Lin Yi laughed coldly in his heart. As expected, they still had an excuse even if they lost completely. 

But this was Bai Weitao’s business, and Lin Yi didn’t want to get involved. There was no reason for him 

to do so, after all, and he couldn’t just let him be if it involved Wang Xinyan. 

Very quickly, the wine and food were served on the table in order, and Zhang duopan even raised his 

wine glass proudly,””First of all, I would like to thank Yiyi and Shihan for coming to this humble one’s 

dinner. Meiyue and I are both your fans, it’s an honor to be able to have a meal together!” 

Bai Weitao rolled his eyes in disdain. Lin Yi was the one who invited Xu Shihan, but he was making it 

sound like he was the one who invited her. 

“Wow, this shrimp is so good! Shield bro, try it!” Yushu put a shrimp on Lin Yi’s plate, not even putting 

Zhang duopan in her eyes. She didn’t know if he should just stand there and talk or sit down. 

“That’s right, brother Lin. The food here is really good. If it wasn’t for the big rich guy treating me, I 

wouldn’t even be able to eat here!” “Big brother Lin, let sis-in-law have a taste too!” Bai Weitao nodded. 

“What?” Lin Yi glared at him-didn’t this guy know what was going on? Mengyao and Yushu didn’t seem 

to like Xinyan at all, and yet this guy was still calling her big sis-in-law? 

“Bai Weitao, don’t call me that … There’s nothing between Lin Yi and me …” Wang Xinyan was 

embarrassed and waved her hand. 

“They’re calling me and Yaoyao sis, not you. You’re thinking too much!” Yushu said as she looked at her. 

“I … I’m imagining things?” Xinyan pointed at herself, not sure if she should laugh or cry. She wasn’t the 

type to argue, though, so she shook her head and didn’t say anything. 

Seeing that he had caused trouble, Bai Weitao quickly shut his mouth and didn’t dare to make a sound. 

However, Zhang duopan seemed to have discovered a new continent! 

 


